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Philadelphia’s emergence as 21st century city            
24-hour, live/work downtown

Revival temporarily interrupted by the pandemic
Talk about the obstacles & prospects for recovery

Basic question: Can Philadelphia Rebound?
Subtext: Can any dense cities survive?

(1) 300 years of Philadelphia history in 8 minutes

(2) Legacy of post World War 2: Decline & Renewal

(3) Transformation of Center City since 1990; 
Role of the Center City District (CCD)

(4) State of Center City, March 2020,  pre-pandemic

Start by looking back at our history
How we responded to prior challenges (5) What has been the impact of the economic shut down 

resulting from the stay-at-home order?

(6) What are assets Philadelphia has to facilitate recovery

(7) What are structural weaknesses that have been exposed,  
exacerbated & that will need to be addressed

• Challenge of slow growth & uneven development
• Unbalanced city spending & need for tax reform
• Structural poverty & family sustaining jobs      
• State of Black & minority owned businesses

Last section is when I climb on my soapbox: Opinion

Story starts with William Penn’s 1682 Plan 

Positioned city at narrowest point between 2 rivers

Broad & Market Streets

Enduring urban form: Original city = Center City Five public squares
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Rittenhouse

Washington

Franklin

Logan

One became a circle in 1917 with the creation: 
of Benjamin Franklin Parkway

From our colonial past,
We inherit a human-scale, walkable city

Most streets: building to building line =  50-60 feet

Our grid creates great shopping streets
Straight out of Jane Jacobs: frequent doors & openings

Enables us to be jaywalking capital of North America Widest streets = 100 ft building line to building line
Typical width of all Avenues in Manhattan 

Walkability: basic building block of our DNA
Key component of competitiveness today

Original settlement clustered close to Delaware Imported a huge number of things thru the port
Including refugees from yellow fever epidemic in Caribbean  
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From the beginning, density had its challenges
1793: Yellow fever epidemic killed 10% of population

“Bring out the dead”

Response: technological innovation to provide fresh water: 
First steam pumping station in Center Square

Interpretive program: History of water, collection and distribution

Drew fresh water from Schuylkill River

1801- 1828

Remained central pumping station 
from 1801-1828

Enabled thriving city to grow steadily west Until expansion polluted that water source

Creation of the Fairmount waterworks Pumped water from the Schuylkill River Up the hill to Fair Mount
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Into a reservoir where the Art Museum is today
When that too became polluted by industry

Impetus for creating Fairmount Park in 1850s
Genesis of the Parkway 1884: Connect City Hall to the park 

History of innovation in response to crisis
Enabled continual growth of the city: 1857 Enabled outward residential development

Introduction of horse drawn, fixed-rail transit Electric trolleys made possible dense downtown development
Inherit a hub & spokes transit system

Civil War accelerated manufacturing growth Became largest 19th century industrial city in North America

With major industries: Stetson Hat Factory

Hundreds of thousands of hats each year
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Atwater Kent Radio Military equipment at the Frankford Arsenal Huge garment industry

Baldwin Locomotives Largest railroad train manufacturer in U.S.
8 locomotives/day; 2,663 per year

Dominated North Broad: Callowhill to Spring Garden

Stretching west to 19th Street

Today’s Rail Park

Philadelphia in 1900: industrial neighborhoods spread 
north, south & west of the colonial & federal city

Many small shops across all older neighborhoods;
1916: 8,379 manufacturing plants

Unlike Pittsburgh & Detroit not a one-industry town
Highly diversified: Disston Saw Works; Garment industry
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Workshop of the world 1916 
Outstanding industrial productivity

Toward end of World War 1 disaster struck again: 
Liberty bond parade: 1918 Influenza Epidemic

16,000 deaths; ½ million cases in Philadelphia

Yet by 1921 the economy had rebounded
1920s period of extraordinary economic expansion

Mills in Manayunk were booming: 1926 Large factories were developers of rowhouses

Mass produced working class neighborhoods
Housed immigrants from Europe & migrants from the South

Manufacturing city: importing & exporting city
Waterfront exported coal, 1910
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Labor intensive jobs Industry gave life to our waterfront & adjacent neighborhoods
1924

As recently 1954: 304,000 manufacturing jobs

Decline of manufacturing profoundly impacted city

23,000

3.5%

2019

2019

Accelerated immediately after World War II
Factories were moving out the city

Red blighted areas = old manufacturing areas  

Changes in transportation technology,               
growth of sunbelt  & global economy 

Containerization of cargo Central waterfront piers were left to deteriorate
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Sad, vacant ruins visible from Amtrak De-industrialization coincided with America’s 
attachment to inexpensive energy & cars

Purchased first car 1970  - 1964 VW– Full tank $3.10

Federal policies that gave priority to the car  Fueled a lot of highways  
facilitated decentralization & sprawl

Dense compact grid made us obsolete: 1950s-1970s

Post  WW 2: mass production of housing: Levittown Aggressively marketed as alternative to the city Mass production of housing: Levittown
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Significant new supply: Levittown Residential abandonment/redlining: Kensington
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Declining share of regional residents
Declining political power at state & national level

Suburbs

City

2.1 million

From 1970 through 1990s we hemorrhaged 
manufacturing jobs

Industrial decline 
& suburbanization

Vicious cycle

In 1970s alone lost 164,457 jobs & 260,399 residents
Macro-trends: De-industrialization, suburbanization & inner-city redlining. 

1939 Philadelphia gets 
state authority for a 
“temporary” 1% wage tax

In 1970s, City more than 
doubled its wage tax from 
2% to 4.3%; 4.96%. 

People & jobs departed, 
tax base shrunk, rates 
were raised to keep 
revenues up with no 
efficiencies achieved in 
government, pushed more 
employers & workers out 
of Philadelphia

As we lost jobs, the poverty rate rose
Modest increase in number in poverty over 45 years  +100,000

Big loss (-500,000) middle income & working class residents

2,200/year added compared to 11,100 per year lost

Once again Philadelphia responded to the crisis. 
This time of industrial decline: 1950s renewal Began successful downtown revitalization program  

that built a post-industrial city

1956: 567 properties designated for preservation
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Waterfront: historic economic front door of the city By 1950s riverfront & adjacent areas in decline
Dock Street markets: 1908

Congested eyesore by 1950s
Mayor Dilworth supervises demolition

Location today

New construction to signal change Philadelphia has a long tradition of downtown living
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1950s: Creation of modern new Office District
Broad St Station: immediately west of City Hall 1953: the demolition of elevated railroad tracks

Penn Center Genesis of Dilworth Park 1960s & 1970s:  all buildings connected to transit
Innovated with “transit-oriented development” 

Recall too that the office “skyscraper” was an 
innovative response to Great Chicago Fire of 1871

When the entire “Loop area” burned to the ground 

Louis Sullivan designed structural steel framed  
Home Insurance Building, 1885

First structural steel frame

Philadelphia’s first skyscraper: Land Title Building
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1960s renewal laid groundwork for our 
contemporary office district

1980s: Linked Pennsylvania & Reading Railroad 
into integrated regional rail system

Center City commuter tunnel

July 1980 construction

Employers: easy access to 360 degree labor market
300,000 riders/day take transit into downtown

1980s office boom: Similar process of renewal in University City

View across Walnut St bridge, 1920s

Transformed into major medical & education center Renewal facilitated growth of education & health care When we thought big we transformed the city
Center City (42.2%) + University City (10.5%)           

8% of land-area = 53% of all jobs in Philadelphia
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But from the beginning of renewal in 1950s To the highway building in 1960s and 1970s To office development in 1980s

Maintained careful balance of small & large scale Integrating old & new: another competitive asset But in 1990 we faced a financial crisis

Growth in Center City & University City
Wasn’t sufficient to offset long-term decline

Industrial decline 
& suburbanization

Vicious cycle

Pattern of raising taxes to offset decline
Simply was driving more business & residents away

In same decade City more 
than doubled its wage tax 
from 2% to 4.3%; 4.96%. 

People & jobs departed, 
tax base shrunk, rates 
were raised to keep 
revenues up with no 
efficiencies achieved in 
government, pushed more 
employers & workers out 
of Philadelphia

1990: fiscal crisis, near bankruptcy 
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PICA to the rescue: an innovative financing lifeline               
from the Commonwealth

Refinanced overpriced debt

Gave the Mayor the ability to 
consider fiscal impact of all
labor contracts

State oversight created fiscal 
discipline that had been lacking

PICA expires in 3 years

1990: A degraded public environment:
City’s loss of tax base + declining federal resources for cities 

Substantial ground & upper floor vacancy

Neglected facades, solid security gates
Today I tell my staff, “it is 1990 all over again”

9 to 5 downtown; empty streets at night CCD Business improvement district created in 1990
Commonwealth’s Municipality Authorities Act

220 blocks in CBD: started with $6.5 million operating budget   
Grown in 29 years to $27.8 million

Supplement but not replace city services 

Formal plan & budget describes all services
www.centercityphila.org

Detailed 5 year plan: approved by property owners 
& City of Philadelphia
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Private sector board: broad diversity of interests
Assessments directed by business, not government

•John J. Connors, Brickstone Realty - Chairman
•Joseph S. Zuritsky, Parkway Corporation - Chair Emeritus
•Maureen Anastasi, CBRE
•William M. Boone, LSNA
•Joseph F. Coradino, Pennsylvania Real Estate Investment Trust
•Gregory L. DeShields, PHL Diversity
•Jeffrey DeVuono, Brandywine Realty Trust
•Romulo L. Diaz, Jr., Turtle On Post, LLC
•Paige Jaffe, JLL Retail
•Ernest E. Jones, Esq., EJONES CONSULTING, LLC
•Robert D. Lane, Jr., Esq., Greenberg Traurig, LLP
•Clayton Mitchell, Thomas Jefferson University and Jefferson Health
•Gregory B. Muller, SSH Real Estate
•Drew Murray, Logan Square Neighborhood Association
•Randall L. Scott, Coretrust Capital Partners, LLC
•H. Hetherington Smith, Savills
•Jack Soloff, Jr., Newmark Knight Frank
•Christophe P. Terlizzi, KeyBank
•Keli Wallace, BOMA (Ex officio)
•Carol Watson, Kimpton Hotel Palomar - Philadelphia
•Tina Byles Williams, FIS Group

Where the Money Comes from: 2020
86% assessments; 14% earned income

$27.8 million

Based on municipal valuation of real estate

CCD independently calculates charges creating a fraction:

Assessed value of property
Assessed value of CCD

X   $26.1 million  = charge

Billed and collected by CCD

Method of assessment

High density office district backbone of CCD
Top 15 properties pay 22% of total budget

1991 Focus on basics: manual & mechanical cleaning
Pressure washing & graffiti removal

• 47 CSR’s
• 6 Supervisors
• 7 days per week

Public safety
Community Service Representatives  

13

Unique partnership: Daily combined roll-call Police districts

9th 6th

Dedicated foot & bicycle patrol
Assigned only to the CCD
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From 1995-2017 serious crimes cut in half 
declined from 18.2 to 9.9/day 

Even as population & activity increased downtown

63% of survey respondents in 2019
Said Center City “much cleaner” than rest of the city

79% felt safe “most of the time” or “always”

Down from 82% in 2017

CCD 1.0 Uniformed presence: “clean & safe” Fee for service: adjacent residential areas 1992: Diversifying downtown land-use                     
Investments: arts & entertainment

1990: Our original skyscraper district 40% vacant Renovated historic theaters
Built new theaters
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2002: Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts
4,000 seats added

South Broad transformed into a mixed use district Center City today is rich with cultural amenities

243 cultural institutions widely dispersed In 1993: Public investment in hospitality
Pennsylvania Convention Center 

Converted the Reading train shed

Gateway to Pennsylvania Convention Center
Pennsylvania Convention Center: 1993

Successfully attracting conventions & trade shows Prompted private investment in new hotels: 
reused vacant buildings
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Nearly all within 15 minute walk 2001: New Independence Visitors Center  
2003: New home for Liberty Bell

New Constitution Center
Diversifying the hospitality industry

National Museum of American Jewish History President’s House

Museum of the American Revolution All categories of hotel demand:
Convention, group, business & leisure had been rising 

Generating 3.5 million room nights in 2019

Hotel occupancy  reached 76.3%
Mostly kept up absorbing new supply
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We added many new reasons for people               
to come to Center City

Continuous growth in fine dining restaurants

468

2005                                     2010                    2019

400

350

300

65 in 1992

468 full-service restaurants

Eating & drinking establishments: 2nd fastest 
growing employment category in last decade

Flourishing of sidewalk cafes 1995 = zero

2019: 433 outdoor cafes 90 national brands opened stores in the last 5 years 76%: regional & local owner-proprietor retailers
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Overall a thriving retail scene
743 local proprietors; 243 national chains 

CCD 2.0:  Improving the product for visitors 
1996: financed streetscape improvements

Installed and maintain: 800 trees; 72 planters

In process now of adding 200 more trees Installed & maintain: 683 pedestrian maps & signs Integrated with 233 signs for motorist 
that the CCD also maintains

.

1

Doubled nighttime illumination

2,189 Pedestrian-scale lights Pedestrian light fixtures, 75% of downtown sidewalks Support the evening economy
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Illuminated facades & sculpture
Benjamin Franklin Parkway

Building façade lighting on South Broad Street
Animating the city at night

1996: Rendell Admin commenced tax reduction
Continued for 12 years until 2008: from 4.9% to 3.92%

Didn’t spend all the tax proceeds of growth, invested in competitiveness

1996: commenced steady reductions in gross income portion 
of Business Income & Receipts tax (BIRT) but not Net Income 

Continued to 2008

Not accidental: first wave of job growth started           
within 2 years of commencement of tax reduction

PICA provided platform of fiscal stability

1996 CCD study: Turning on the Lights Upstairs

4.5 million sf. vacant Class “C” office space
1997: 10 year tax abatement: citywide

• Retained architect & 
developer to evaluate 
buildings

• Survey to determine best 
buildings; floor layout, window 
size & exposure

• Detailed economic analysis 
of 10 buildings: evaluation for 
code compliance, cost-
estimate, pro-formas.

Significant growth in downtown housing: 1998–2018: 
180 buildings converted to residential use

Expanded in 2000 to include any & all construction
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Tax

Tax abatements clustered around Center City
But benefits have been citywide

vv

Since 2000: 30,000 new housing units
Greater Center City population up 25% to 195,000;

Fastest growing section of the city
25% who moved to PHL between 2000-2018 moved downtown

Appeal of a live-work, play downtown

Driven by job growth & appeal of live/work settings
Another 12% of in-movers, 2000-2018: University City

Central Business District is no longer just an office district

56 condo buildings with 4,200 units inside CCD
235 apartment buildings + 4 coops: 17,000 units

40,000

Significant volume of returning empty nesters 
& they drove up housing prices

Younger home-buyers migrating outward Queen Village Northern Liberties
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Fairmount Passyunk Avenue Southwest Center City

Greater Center City: Girard Avenue to Tasker St Development expanding beyond Greater Center City
Facilitated by SEPTA connections

Since 2001: 78% increase in boarding                          
on Market Frankford line in Fishtown & Kensington

Increased residential density: Core 60 persons/acre
47/acre Extended; 39/acre PHL; 15/acre in suburbs

Density drove restaurants, retail & sidewalk vitality Density drove demand for new supermarkets
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Return of corner stores 81% of new supply built in  just 17% of city’s geography
Clustered around centers of job growth; transit connectively

Filled with young professionals & empty nesters
46% of residents in core, ages 20-34

75% in core have a BA degree; 50% in extended

Knowledge workers drive the new economy Suburban firms were locating downtown                     
to be near talent & start-ups   

CCD 3.0: 2008 Improving public spaces: Cret Park
More amenities for residents & workers

”

2009: Collins Park, 1700 block Chestnut Street In 2012: Sister Cities Park Took a barren and forgotten space
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And transformed it Destination for families with young children Completed $60 million renovation in September 2014

Barren failed space over transit lines Created first-class entrance to transit Flexible design for multiple uses

Fountains for children Winter ice skating: Sponsored by Rothman All season programming: Sponsored by IBX & 6ABC
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Since June: steadily adding safe programming Attractions for children Reopened & expanded Sister Cities Park

With new attractions for children Push button water jets Climbing & jumping net for children

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

How the world has changed
1990-1999,  5,072 housing units permitted in all Philadelphia 

> 3% of 177,469 total permits issued in Philadelphia region

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

In 2000 abatement expands to all types of construction
Building permits increase to 10% of regional total.

Employment  stabilizes, population growth for first time in decades 

Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

Between 2010 and 2018, 
Philadelphia’s regional share of housing permits rose to 25%

55% of  units are in Greater Center City
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Housing Development in Perspective : 2018

Before we cheer;  large portion of the percentage increase
Comes from dramatic slowing of suburban growth

Is this now changing? 

Putting this in national perspective
Growth is strong, but pales in comparison with other cities 

62nd in housing production among 100 largest cities

Of 91 global metro regions Philadelphia = 15th most affordable
Average housing costs 3.4 annual income

Compared to Wash DC at 4.0; Boston 5.3; NYC 5.5; San Francisco 8.8

On national scale, less expensive than                             
79 of 100 urban counties 

Out of 100 largest counties 
in the United States our 
volume of housing 
production puts us 62nd

2010-2018  just 1% of 158,863  residential sales 
citywide were over $1 million

78% of houses sold 2018 priced under $250,000
0.04% sold for over $1 million 

Gentrification: How Big a Problem? Pew Charitable Trusts study: Gentrification 

• 2000 median household income

had to rise at least 10%, inflation 
adjusted between 2000 and 2014, 
when City median declined by 10%

• Had to exceed citywide median 
of $37,460. 

Occurred In just 15 census tracts

By contrast 164 tracts experienced
Significant decline in median
Income

15 out of 372 neighborhoods

Federal  Reserve Bank study:  2018
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Major issue in very limited number of neigborhoods Most vulnerable populations

• Renters, when buildings are

purchased for renovation

Homeowners on fixed & limited 
incomes; see values rise, but 
taxes as well

Protections for homeowners

Shortage of affordable housing

Despite all the talk of gentrification
Working & middle class still leaving outlying neighborhoods 

30% of zip codes (14) still losing population 

Philadelphia has significant affordability challenge 
that stems from low incomes not high costs

223,000 cost-burdened households making less than $50,000/year           
Paying more than 30% of income on housing

Highest poverty rate of 10 largest cities: 25.7% Bigger picture: Despite renewal downtown,                                      
wealth is still concentrated in the suburbs

Median Household Income

San Francisco $104,552

Washington DC $82,000

Boston                $65,883

NYC                     $60,762

Chicago              $55,198

Philadelphia       $43,744

Diminished tax base

Where were we in early March 2020?
42% of Philadelphia’s jobs concentrated in Center City 

Employment downtown had steadily risen:
311,500 wage & salaried positions; 9,500 partners/freelance

Steady growth in office supply; rising rents; 
87% occupancy
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Comcast’s second tower was completed Aramark’s new headquarters opened $6.2 billion in new development just completed or concluding

1,923 hotel rooms, 

3,017 housing units under construction 

Several new office buildings in design downtown Health care & education: 68,400 jobs 
Center City’s second largest sector: 22% downtown jobs

Health care = 50,700 (74%) of 68,400 jobs
Hospitals are the epicenter for crisis response

Concentration of “essential” workers

East of Broad Street

University City is other major cluster going 24/7 Strength as center for research & innovation
3rd behind New York & Boston securing NIH funding

University of Pennsylvania has been excelling                             
as regional leader in research expenditures
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Thomas Jefferson excelling with Telemedicine
All our major institutions have been spawning

New patent applications and new start-ups  
Education side of Ed & meds = 17,700 (26%) jobs

They drew 110,000 + students each year 
in & adjacent to Center City

Since 1970s colleges imported huge crop of 18 year-olds
Each year: source of housing & retail demand

At other end: 31,261 degrees conferred in 2018: 
attractive to employers

28% in health care
20% STEM (science, technology, engineering, math)
19% in business 

Access to a graduating pool of skilled labor
Primary appeal of a downtown office location

Conventions, leisure & hospitality: 
38,000 (12.3%) of Center City jobs

Broad range of entry-level & mid-level jobs
80% held by Philadelphia residents
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All sources of hotel demand had been growing Average daily room rate rose over $200 New hotels were opening or coming to completion

All these jobs at center of regional transit system
50% of neighborhood residents

Can commute downtown in 30 minutes or less

EMPLOYMENT

63% downtown jobs require less than college degree
33% require only a high school diploma

SEPTA makes them accessible to neighborhood residents

25% of residents from every city neighborhood  
Work downtown; 52.5 % of jobs held by city residents

\Not  a tale of downtown vs. neighborhoods

Downtown as the workplace 
for neighborhood residents

Significant new investment in University City Penn making major investments in innovation Emerging leader in the new bio-tech economy
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Brandywine made major investments along 
the Schuylkill River 

As did Children’s Hospital  Drexel focusing on start-ups & new industries            
spawned by research & technological innovations                

ambitious plans to come east

Drexel/Brandywine Innovation District Brandywine released plans for first new building Closing gap between Center City & University City

Center City (42.2%) + University City (10.5%)           
8% of land-area = 53% of all jobs in Philadelphia

Temple’s campuses continued to grow = 1% city jobs Strong growth at the Navy Yard: 1% of city jobs
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Entering 11th straight year of job growth = +84,700
Longest growth streak since 1920s

First quarter of 2020 started very strongly

March 16, 2020: Stay at home order was issued Erased citywide employment gains made since 2016

Slowly regained 36,300 jobs, April to July
Wage tax revenues down 8.2% in June 

compared to 2019
Corresponds to 9.3% job loss: February to July

Big losses: education (-23.8%) Leisure & hospitality (39.8%) 

On paper office occupancy & rents have held up
Rent collections are real

July 20: But actual office occupancy = 5%-10% July 20: What will bring workers back to offices?
95% said: widely available vaccine

If this holds = late Spring 2021

Suggests challenging 6-9 months 
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#2: Improved physical conditions 
& protocols on transit

Subways, trains & buses emptied immediately Significant drop in SEPTA ridership

Slow recovery

Bus ridership up most: @38% of January levels; 
Regional rail weakest (8%)

3

Cars vanished; off-street parking dropped 90% Same slow rebound: off-street parking -55% in July

For those who live in & around Center City
Bike ridership is up 21%

Hotel occupancy plummeted to 0-10%
Best case scenario Spring 2021 = 40% occupancy

275 Convention bookings + 243 tentatives cancelled
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International air travel suspended Revenues in June 2020 = 5% of June 2019 levels CCD has 20 pedestrian counting camera locations  

Pedestrian volumes dropped dramatically
August: 33% of 2019  

Huge implications for street-facing retail & restaurants

July survey: 54% open; 46% closed

Updating next week 

11%  vacancy rate pre-pandemic
Downtown daily population  = 100,000
Rather than typical 500,000 to 600,000

#### %%%%

ClosedClosedClosedClosed 564 33.50%

OpenOpenOpenOpen 932 55.30%

VacantVacantVacantVacant 188 11.20%

TotalTotalTotalTotal 1684

An end to in-store retail? Volume of citywide home sales rebounded
Faster than Center City

Citywide prices have held up well
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In the last 3 years, demand burst beyond boundaries 
of Greater Center City

Extended neighborhoods may be stronger than core Significantly improved amenities: Passyunk Avenue

Point Breeze Frankford  Avenue in Fishtown
These neighborhoods need Core Center City less

Benefit from a wide distribution of 30 supermarkets
Essential lifeline now for Center City living

By contrast residents in CCD living in environment 
where 80% of daily volume of people are gone

Until very recently, arts & cultural institutions closed Museums, but not performing arts, are reopening

The Franklin Institute, 
Academy of Natural Sciences, 
Barnes Foundation 
Mütter Museum are now open. 

The Philadelphia Museum of 
Art & Rodin Museum reopened 
September 6.

Kimmel Center has cancelled 
everything until early 2021
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Importance of Restaurant Recovery At beginning of 2020, restaurants, food service & retail 
provided 39,600 jobs, 13% of all jobs in Greater Center City

Citywide, these sectors provided 103,946 jobs, accounting 
for 15% of the total employment in Philadelphia.

Lost almost 40% of these jobs

July 2020: 
146 restaurants reopened with outdoor seating

77.6% of those with outdoor seating in 2019

City supported seating in curb lanes & in streets Passyunk Avenue & Old City first street closures 13th Street closure

18th street Locust to Walnut St; Rittenhouse Row 18th street Walnut St to Sansom Street 1500 Sansom Street; Center City coming back to life
77.6% of those with outdoor seating in 2019
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Starting this weekend: 
modified return of Restaurant Week

Volume of development has slowed
Transfer tax collection off 58% same time last year

Both the Laurel & Arthaus are proceeding

Toll Brothers 7th & Sansom on hold Parkway: 2200 Market, Morgan Lewis Backfill or redevelopment 1701 Market Street

Behind this is a pre-existing challenge: 
Just 4 of 30 major lease transactions in 2019 were firms                               

moving in from outside (2 co-working;1 Biden for President)

Demand for office space from out-of-town tenants
Has been very modest; so too has rent growth 

Our tax structure creates competitive disadvantages
Wage & business taxes add to the cost of occupancy
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Co-working was an easy way to test the market
Without signing long-term leases

Sharing desks now looks problematic

Business retention & renewal is going to be even  
more important, given the lure of working remotely

This is certainly the concern in NYC

But with affordable office rents & housing costs
This could be moment for an innovative attraction strategy

Draw tenants & workers from higher priced markets

Core Strength #1: Walkability & affordability 
Core strength #2: Located at center of regional transportation network   

Transit system that brought 300,000 passengers downtown each day

Transit makes downtown density possible Enhanced cleaning procedures
Free mask distribution through Ambassadors

Core strength #3: diversity of employment
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We are not Houston with an over dependence on oil We are neither Orlando nor Las Vegas
Single industry towns: more diversified base 

• Rent collections have held up through the summer

• Beginning of August, Newmark Knight Frank 
reported half of 25 major office leases that are up 
for renewal in Center City between now & end of 
2022 have renewed or are in process of renewing

• Tenants are staying; but their workers are not here

Current status & questions for the office sector

Doom & gloom predictions abound People miss interaction with real people Facebook leased entire 730,000 sf former Post Office

8.3.20

• Will the benefits of face-to-face interaction, being in the 
center of the action, outweigh the security & reduced 
commuting time of working from home & using video 
conferencing?  

• What’s impact of increasing wage & parking taxes on 
84,000 residents from the western suburbs, who’ve 
learned to work remotely?

Looking ahead: Two big questions For fall & much of early 2021: new equilibrium

46% less than half
of employees

What is the state of downtown housing demand? 
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Demographics of Vine to Pine, river to river
45% of residents in the core, ages 20-34

27% of residents are 55 & over

Quality of life challenges for empty-nesters
27% of residents in core 55 & over

21% are 35-54 = 48%

Fall 2019: CCD Customer Satisfaction Survey
20% feeling unsafe “occasionally or often”

Steadily increasing from 15%

What situations/conditions make you feel 
most unsafe in Center City (select up to 3)? 

Pre-vandalism & looting

Homeless, mentally ill & 
addicted have not increased; 
but they are more visible 
since 80% of daily regulars 
are not here

What situations/conditions make you feel 
most unsafe in Center City – sorted by age

SECTION TITLE

CSS 2018 FINAL RESULTS 

28%

55%

39%

23%

35%

12%

38%

58%

45%

22% 24%

15%

44%

59%

47%

21%
19%

17%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Absence of police Panhandlers People sleeping

on streets

Illegal drugs These are all

aspects of urban

life

Other

Q5 by Age

Up to 34 35 to 54 55 and over

Much anxiety about neglect quality of life challenges

Response: 2019 Ambassadors of Hope: 
Combined outreach: Project Home, CCD & Police

191 individuals came off street in 2019
Sidewalk behavior ordinance; no arrests or citations

We have benefitted from growth among 20-34 yr olds
Need to look more closely at 20-24 age group
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Since 2010: number of 20-24 year olds 
in Center City has been steadily declining

Reflects domestic contraction                                       
of college-age students

Will all our colleges & universities survive?

8.16.20

Many colleges were facing financial dark clouds even before the coronavirus arrived. 
Population declines in some parts of the country have dampened 
enrollment…roughly 30% of universities “were already running operating deficits.” 

Since then, emptied dorms, canceled sports, shuttered bookstores & paused study-
abroad programs have dried up key revenue streams just as student needs have 
exploded for everything from financial aid &  food stamps to home office equipment 
& loaner laptops.

Public health requirements for masks, barriers, cleaning and other health protections 
also have added new costs, as have investments in training and technology to 
improve remote instruction and online courses.

Return to classes is key 
As is our ability to retain a greater share of graduates

Will be missing most of 110,000 + students this year 
in & adjacent to Center City

In good times, we have to do a better job
Retaining people in their 30s & early 40s Schools remain important

What more needs to be done? 
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Philadelphia must do more than rebound, 
#1: Philadelphia needs to grow faster

Philadelphia suffered a long decline

Losing 286,000 jobs between 1970 & 2010  

v1990

As we lost jobs, the poverty rate rose
Modest increase in # in poverty since 1970 +100,000

Big loss (-500,000) middle income & working class residents

2,200/year added compared to 11,100 per year lost

Rebound lifted us within striking distance
Of 1990 employment levels; still 22% below 1970

v1990

Boston & NYC also lost 85-90% of 1970 manufacturing jobs

Boston up +27% & New York +17%                       
above their 1970 job levels

Philadelphia is down 22% 

Legacy of Incomplete Revival: income disparities

Philadelphia among slowest growing of 25 largest cities: 

2009-2019 the city added jobs@ 1.5%/year  

National economy +1.7% per year

Legacy: 
Highest poverty rate of 10 largest cities: 25.7%

In several Council district poverty is above 40%
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Disparities in labor participation rates: 
While 90% Center City’s adults are engaged in the workforce

Drops to 49% in North Philadelphia & 59% in Lower Northeast  

Shapes the politics of the city
The needs in our neighborhoods are great

Deteriorated housing,                                         
Playgrounds in need of substantial reinvestment

Opioid addiction & encampments in neighborhoods What role can local government play?
February 2020 report 

During recent cycle of growth total municipal tax revenues 
up from $2.95 to $4.11 billion  

+39% since 2009

FY2010 to FY 2019, General Fund spending increased by
$1.6 billion, 27% increase on inflation adjusted basis  

expenditures grew by 27% from 2010 to Strategy 1: Enlarge share of tax revenues devoted to address 
crime, criminal justice & city’s substantial social disparities.

Strategy 2: Place greater emphasis on quality of life issues, 
cleaning, parks, infrastructure, education & economic 
development; retain & attract more residents & businesses with 
the means to choose many other regional or national locations.

Strategy 3: Invest more of proceeds of growth in tax reduction, 
lowering cost of working & doing business in Philadelphia, to 
prompt more widespread & inclusive, private-sector job growth.

All 3 important. Key question: what is appropriate balance

Pre-pandemic
How best to spend increased revenues?

} Strategy 1
Sanitation

Spending on Strategy 1 = 50% of budget
Employee benefits= 23%
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Strategy 2

Sanitation

Spending on Strategy 2 = 13% of budget
Strategy 2 + Schools = 13% of budget 20 year comparison of spending

Social services, police & courts + employee benefits rose
Economic dev., culture & recreation expenditures declined

Strategy 3: In 1990s following PICA stabilization
Philadelphia began to reduce its wage tax

Vicious cycle

Undoing the damage of the 1970s & 1980s
Self-inflicted wound

In 1970s City more than 
doubled its wage tax from 
2% to 4.3%; 4.96%. 

People & jobs departed, 
tax base shrunk, rates 
were raised to keep 
revenues up with no 
efficiencies achieved in 
government, pushed more 
employers & workers out 
of Philadelphia

Strategy 3: 1996-2010: spent $9m to $38m annually
Average commitment of $19.3m/year 

Average 0.47% of general fund expenditures for tax reduction
2019 committed 0.16% to reduction; 2020 tax increases

2004-2008: cuts to gross receipts of BIRT ranged from 
$9 million to $17 million. 

Since 2014-2017, net income BIRT reduced $1-$1.8m/year; 
2019: $2.6 million; 2020 = zero

Among 30 largest US cities, 
Philadelphia’s overall 
reliance on the property tax 
in 2015 was the lowest – at 
only 25% of locally 
generated tax revenue .

2nd highest in reliance on 
business taxes 

3rd highest in reliance of 
wage tax

Pew Charitable Trusts:  
One of highest reliance on wage & business taxes

Lowest reliance on property tax

Pew report on business taxes

PHL has one of the highest 
business tax burdens among       
all large cities

Only large city to tax both
gross revenues & net income
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Pew report on business taxes

PHL has one of the highest 
business tax burdens among       
all large cities

Only large city to tax both
gross revenues & net income

We tax what easily can move 
away: jobs & businesses

We under-rely on property tax
(things that can’t move)

Philadelphia’s 3.8% wage tax compares to 
0% or 1% in adjacent counties 

41.2% of city workers reverse commute to jobs in suburbs
They work alongside suburban peers paying 1% wage tax

Philadelphia withholds 3.8% from city residents
Entitled to refunds if working remotely

Tax Policy is not just about revenue generation
It is about creating a climate that facilitates 

investment & job growth

• Philadelphia wage tax is 
almost 4 x regional median. 

• BIRT has no counterpart & 
adds 20% to 50% premium

• Property tax is 66% of 
suburban Pennsylvania 
median

Philadelphia must do more than rebound, 
#2 Need to grow more inclusively with family sustaining jobs

Of all jobs created in PHL 2009- 2018 60.5% were in 
sectors that pay on average $35,000 or less; 

Only 26% in sectors that pay $35-$100,000

Philadelphia grew important low wage jobs
#1 Social assistance/home health care

#2 Food services, eating & drinking establishments
6,000 across the entire city

#3 Ambulatory care
#4: Professional & technical services (office jobs)

9,210 jobs/9 years = 1,024 jobs/year

@175/sf job = 179,200 sf/year of demand
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By contrast 25 largest cities grew                       
a greater share of middle class jobs

Philadelphia
Fast rate of growth of low wage jobs = 37%

Slow rate of growth of mid-wage jobs 6%

25 largest cities:
More uniform rate of growth of jobs at all levels

Suburbs also grew 
Greater share family-sustaining jobs

More mid- & high wage positions Strongest growth in suburbs: ambulatory care
Very important eds & meds trend to watch

This is why so many reverse to jobs in suburbs = 41.2% 

That is where the family-sustaining jobs are located
n

25 largest cities job growth was more diverse
#3: Need to grow both black-owned businesses

Businesses of all kinds 
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Methodology

Using data from U.S. Census Bureau’s 2018 Annual Business Survey (ABS), 
the most recent year for which data is available, CCD analyzed total number 
of firms in Philadelphia & number of Black, Hispanic, Asian & white owned 
firms & compared this to 4 other Eastern cities: Boston, New York, Washington 
& Atlanta. 

Given substantial differences in geographic size & population among these 
cities, we created a simple measure of “business density” – the ratio between 
the number of firms in a city & its population. This enables a shorthand 
estimate of opportunity: the higher the ratio of firms to residents, the more 
potential opportunity should exist within the boundaries of the city. 

Also looked at the ratio of Black-owned firms to Black residents.

Methodology

Nation-wide disparities even greater in Philadelphia Lowest density of black-owned AND all businesses
Atlanta’s business density 2xPHL; Black business 2.5XPHL

Pew: Lowest density 
of small & medium sized businesses among 12 cities

Pew: business birth rate well below 12 city average Among nearly all major ethnic & racial groups
We lag other cities

We lag in average revenues Trail in average number of employees Have less job density in city compared to the region
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Fewer jobs per resident in city vs region No surprise: our workforce participation is lowest Poverty is not a failing of those in poverty
It is a failure of Philadelphia to produce enough jobs

Conclusion

The pandemic has caused a huge spike in unemployment across the 
nation. To reduce unemployment & poverty as health crisis ends & 
recovery begins, Philadelphia requires far more than a return to status 
quo before Covid. We need a sustained effort to increase the number of 
Black & minority-owned businesses as well as much greater attention 
to business growth overall. 

Black residents are disproportionately challenged by this crisis, which 
has been exacerbated by centuries of structural disparities in the 
nation. Black-owned businesses in the city face the double barriers of 
racism & limited business density in Philadelphia among all racial and 
ethnic groups. 

Recovery will require a significant increase in Black-owned businesses 
& far more robust job growth and business formation among all groups 
than we experienced during the last 10 years, if we are going to create 
opportunity for all Philadelphians.

Small business strength reflects large industry strength
Hospitality & health care

Stronger coalition for competitiveness (Strategy 3)  
& inclusive private sector growth

Education & job training to prepare workforce
But we need more job growth & business formation

Elevate high-school & college graduate rates
Job training is essential 

#2 Need elected leaders who understand 
“Equitable growth” is not just about redistribution
It’s about creating a tax & regulatory environment                                                        

that encourages a growing pie 
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Proposals at national level to raise marginal tax rates

To fund health care, education & housing

You can agree or disagree

Tax rates: 1913-2019

Despite a small handful of neighborhoods,               
Neither wealth nor business concentrated in the city

Higher income 
zip codes in PHL

PHL’s wealthiest Zipcode = 51st in region
Only 3 in top 150 out of 342 zips

Incomplete revival: Despite renewal downtown,                                      
wealth is still concentrated in the suburbs

Median Household Income

San Francisco $104,552

Washington DC $82,000

Boston                $65,883

NYC                     $60,762

Chicago              $55,198

Philadelphia       $43,744

Diminished tax base

Absence of business concentration
why we have a diminished city RE tax base

Assessed value per student
$275,000      Philadelphia
$487,285      State Average 
$739,000      Pittsburgh
$1,547,300   Lower Merion

Carefully consider policy actions at the local level 

To ameliorate our challenges rather than exacerbate them 
If private sector job growth had kept pace with average 

of top 25 cities from 2009–2019, 
PHL would have added 135,000 (not 75,000) additional jobs.

Without expensive subsidies

50,000 additional jobs

If City revenues had increased at same rate as 25 major city 
job growth from 2009-2019, Philadelphia would have had 

$700 million more to invest each year 

If PHL relied less on volatile wage & business taxes               
& more on property taxes like Boston,                                

losses from COVID-19 recession would have $160m less
$160m in budget cuts that PHL would not have had to make 

Phila.Phila.Phila.Phila.

% of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total 

PrePrePrePre----COVID COVID COVID COVID 

Tax Tax Tax Tax 

RevenueRevenueRevenueRevenue

% of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total 

Tax Tax Tax Tax 

Revenue:Revenue:Revenue:Revenue:

Alternate Alternate Alternate Alternate 

ScenarioScenarioScenarioScenario

Initial Initial Initial Initial 

Proposed Proposed Proposed Proposed 

Budget:Budget:Budget:Budget:

Alternate Alternate Alternate Alternate 

StructureStructureStructureStructure

Adopted Adopted Adopted Adopted 

Budget:Budget:Budget:Budget:

AlternateAlternateAlternateAlternate

StructureStructureStructureStructure

$ $ $ $ 

ChangeChangeChangeChange

% % % % 

ChangeChangeChangeChange

Wage, Earnings       Wage, Earnings       Wage, Earnings       Wage, Earnings       

and Net Profitsand Net Profitsand Net Profitsand Net Profits
46%46%46%46% 15%15%15%15% $579.1$579.1$579.1$579.1 $506.1 $506.1 $506.1 $506.1 ($72.6)($72.6)($72.6)($72.6) ----12.5%12.5%12.5%12.5%

Real Estate TaxReal Estate TaxReal Estate TaxReal Estate Tax 19%19%19%19% 60%60%60%60% $2,316.5$2,316.5$2,316.5$2,316.5 $2,216.9 $2,216.9 $2,216.9 $2,216.9 ($99.5)($99.5)($99.5)($99.5) ----4.3%4.3%4.3%4.3%

BIRTBIRTBIRTBIRT 15%15%15%15% 5%5%5%5% $193.0 $193.0 $193.0 $193.0 $136.1 $136.1 $136.1 $136.1 ($37.1)($37.1)($37.1)($37.1) ----19.2%19.2%19.2%19.2%

Sales TaxSales TaxSales TaxSales Tax 6%6%6%6% 6%6%6%6% $247.4 $247.4 $247.4 $247.4 $174.5 $174.5 $174.5 $174.5 ($68.2)($68.2)($68.2)($68.2) ----29.5%29.5%29.5%29.5%

Other TaxesOther TaxesOther TaxesOther Taxes 14%14%14%14% 14%14%14%14% $552.5 $552.5 $552.5 $552.5 $458.0 $458.0 $458.0 $458.0 ($92.4)($92.4)($92.4)($92.4) ----17.1%17.1%17.1%17.1%

Total TaxesTotal TaxesTotal TaxesTotal Taxes 100%100%100%100% 100%100%100%100% $3,860.8 $3,860.8 $3,860.8 $3,860.8 $3,563.0 $3,563.0 $3,563.0 $3,563.0 ($369.8)($369.8)($369.8)($369.8) ----9.6%9.6%9.6%9.6%

We are an affordable city with a walkable downtown
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A city with great historical attractions Rich with cultural amenities Thriving with day & nighttime activities

GGG

A growing realm of high-quality public spaces Highly diversified base of employment
We have a transit system that connects 

people to opportunity

Enjoy strong highway connectivity

70 minutes to NYC

95 minutes to Washington, D.C.

Linked to northeast by high-speed rail

83 weekly trains to Washington D.C.
99 weekly trains to New York City

Strong domestic connectivity
Growing number international destinations

15 minute drive to International airport
Pre-pandemic
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Need to use this crisis, make long-over due changes
Prompt more inclusive growth, more Black business development

Create more opportunity for the entire city & region

www.centercityphila.org


